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SOTI Snap is a cross-platform, rapid app development solution for business. It enables
companies to build the mobile apps they need faster, cheaper and on time.

SOTI Snap does not require coders
SOTI SNAP

Create a mobile app using SOTI Snap — no coding is
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required. An easy drag and drop interface allows users
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to pick the app components they need and customize
the look and feel.

SOTI Snap creates cross-platform
apps automatically
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CONNECTING EVERYTHING

Develop apps for different device makes and models,
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operating systems and proprietary APIs.
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SOTI Snap simplifies workflows
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Build more powerful apps by scripting and automating
multi-app workflows to improve end-user adoption
and productivity.

Minimum System Requirements
SOTI Snap editor requires a minimum native screen

SOTI Snap eliminates paper-based forms
SOTI Snap creates electronic forms for mobile devices
in minutes. It even includes the ability to capture
signatures electronically.

SOTI Snap is integrated with the
SOTI ONE platform
Leverage SOTI Snap’s integration with other SOTI ONE

resolution of 1366 x768 pixels, and at least one of
the following listed browsers and agent version.
Supported Browsers
•

Apple ™ Safari (10.1+)

•

Microsoft ™ Edge (40.15063.0.0+)

•

Mozilla ™ Firefox (36+)

•

Google ™ Chrome (40+)

Supported App Operating Systems

solutions to create unique LOB apps that incorporate

•

Apple ™ iOS (9+)

device management and help desk capabilities.

•

Google ™ Android (4.2+)

What SOTI Snap Can Do
Cloud Hosted

Start building apps immediately – no setup required.
Use Azure AD to authenticate end users accessing SOTI Snap apps.

Drag-and-drop
Development

Building apps is as easy as dragging and dropping controls on a
device-shaped canvas. Quickly prototype and iterate apps and
determine their true ROI.

Build and Deploy
Apps Instantly

Respond quickly to changing business requirements for the apps. No
need for skilled developers to build custom logic for Android and iOS
operating systems. Apps can be deployed immediately.

Digitize Forms

Electronic forms can be created within minutes. Customer signatures
can be captured electronically by having them sign on the mobile
device screen directly. Capture feedback using rating scales, dropdown lists and multi-select options.

Offline Capable

Reduce cellular costs and ensure your apps work even when there is
no internet connection available.

Rich Media Support

Remotely train mobile workers and present information in easy-tounderstand formats with the use of images and Youtube videos.

Automate
Data Capture

Capture data within the app by scanning barcodes, taking photos,
scanning NFC tags, recording audio, uploading files and automatically
capturing geolocation coordinates.

Multi-App Workflows

Script successive API calls to 3rd party apps to automate multi-app
workflows.

Built-in Integration

Connect SOTI Snap apps to backend systems using custom REST
APIs, Webhooks and Zapier integration. Pull useful information
from spreadsheets in Google Drive and Office 365. Out-of-the-box
integration with SOTI ONE enables the creation of unique LoB apps
that incorporate device management and help desk capabilities.

soti.net/snap
SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them
smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.
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